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Note: Some of the pictures in the presentation are used from other sources which are citated. Some pictures are download from web and authors are unknown. 
We would like to thank all known and unknown authors. Some schemes are taken from marketing and technical material of different companies to improve the 
quality of presentation and we want to make  acknowledgment to those companies. This presentation should be used for education purposes only. 

Lecture 11: Advance technologies for decentralized 
electricity production - PV electricity generation

EU directive on “Green electricity” established in 2003, provides legal 
basis and targets for electricity production from RES for all EU member 
states. 
It looks like that one technology, called photovoltaics, benefit mostly 
from this directive. 
Photovoltaic systems consist of large number of solar cells gathered in 
solar panels or modules, convert solar energy directly into electricity 
There are several types of solar cells, but they are mostly made from 
silicon, very common element on Earth and have similar, but low 
efficiency in the range between 10 and 18%. 
Despite low efficiency of photovoltaic systems, areas of facades and 
roofs in buildings are in most cases large enough for independent 
electricity supply. In addition to that, building owners could sell 
electricity to the public grid and benefit from so called “feed-in-tariff” 
subsidies or other state benefits. 
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Solar radiation a form of electromagnetic radiation. 
Electromagnetic radiation covers a wide range phenomena from radio 
waves to x-rays and gamma rays. The sources of those radiation are 
different. 
The source as in case of solar radiation, is body with temperature above 
absolute zero (0K). This is so called thermal radiation.
All electromagnetic radiation travel in vacuum with speed of light, but 
differs by wavelength and amount of energy they transfer. 

Solar energy
LOTZ

Wavelengths λ of thermal radiation are between 100 to 10.000 nm (0,1 
to 100 µm).  
Most of the solar radiation has wavelengths between 0,3 and 3 µm. This 
range is divided between ultraviolet (UV) radiation, visible light (0,38 µm 
to 0,76 µm) and infrared (IR) radiation. This correspond to radiation 
emitted by body with surface temperature about 5700 K.
The solar radiation can be represent with energy carrier particles called 
photons. The energy transferred by photon can be calculated using 
Plank’s law:

E = h.c/ λ
(h is Planck constant [6,63 10-34 Js], c velocity of light in vacuum [3 108 m/s] and λ is wavelength of 
radiation [m])

or can be expressed by electonvolts (eV). 1 eV corresponds to 1,60 10-19J 

Solar energy
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Solar energy

EXAMPLE:
Photon having wavelength λ 0,55 µm (this corresponds to the mid 
wavelength of visible light) has energy of:

E = h.c/ λ = 6,63 10-34 . 3 108 / 0,55 10-6 = 3,6 10-19 J
or

E = 3,6 10-19 J/ 1,60 10-19 J  = 2,26 eV
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Photovoltaic cell (PV cell)

Most common PV cells are made from silicon. 
The cell has two thin layers – bottom one, where small amount of 
boron is added to silicon (so called p-type layer with free positive 
charged holes) and few µm thick upper layer, where phosphorus is 
added to silicon (so called n-type layer because with free negative 
charged electrons).
Putting those layers together voltage barrier (~ 0,7 V) rising in PV cell.

n-type sillicon layer
junction region as 
voltige barrier ~ 0,7 V

p-type sillicon layer

++
--
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Photons with sufficient energy can produced new electrons and holes. 
This results in internal electric field
If resistant load -appliance like bulb or motor - is connected with PV 
cell electrons lives the PV cell and travel thought appliance and return 
to PV cell where bond together with “waiting” hole. The life of new 
electron-hole pair is ended, but appliance produce work in meantime. 

n-type sillicon layer

internal 
electric 
field

p-type sillicon layer

++
-- appliencejunction region as voltige 

barrier  U = ~ 0,7 V

current of 
electrones I

PV cell – how electricity is generated
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PV cell – how electricity is generated

Electrical power of PV cell is equal to
Pe = U . I

where U is approximately constant and depends on base material 
(mostly silicon) and added atoms (beside P, B also Cd, As,..), 
meanwhile electricity current is proportional to the density of solar 
radiation.

n-type sillicon layer

internal 
electric 
field

p-type sillicon layer

++
-- junction region as voltige 

barrier  U = ~ 0,7 V
applience

current of 
electrones I
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The reason why conversion of solar energy into electricity by PV cell is 
relatively low (between 15 to 20%) is that only limited amount of 
photons of solar radiation has adequate energy to produce new 
electron-hole pairs.
For silicon PV cell these are photons with wavelength less that 1,11 
µm or having energy greater then 1,18 eV.
Unfortunately entire energy of most photons with adequate energy 
can’t be convert into electricity ! 

Energy barrier for Si PV cell 1,11 
mm or 1,18 eV

Solar radiation spectrum

Unused photon energy

Photons with unsufficient 
energy

Energy of photons (eV)

Wavelenght  λ (µm)
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PV cell – efficiency
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Mostly used today are silicon PV cell produced 
from only one crystal of Si (this type is called 
monocristalline “mc-Si” PV cell) of several 
crystals of Si (this type is called polycrystalline 
“p-Si” PV-cell). This PV cells have highest 
efficiency: mc-Si 15 -18% and p-Si 12-16%
Production of Si crystals are expensive and could 
be decreased if amorphous Si is used; this is 
another form of Si in environment; efficiency of 
“a-Si” cells are much lower – up to 8%   
Polycrystalline cell can be made from other 
materials and could be very thin; this are so 
called thin-film PV cell made from cadmium 
telluride (CdTe), gallium arsenide (GaAn) or 
copper indium deselenide (CIS); they are less 
efficient (12 – 14 %) but production is cheaper 

PV cell – types and efficiency

mc-Si

p-Si

CIS
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PV cell – types and efficiency

Market share of different PV cell technologies  
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PV cell – types and efficiency

Efficiency of PV cell is independent on solar radiation density (if >100 
W/m2), but decrease with cell temperature; that's why researchers try 
to combine solar heating (cooling of PV) and electricity production ! 

Solar radiatin  (W/m2) PV cell temperature  (°C)
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Photovoltaic modules

For practical reasons PV cell are 
encapsulated in PV modules. Modules 
are in different size from some hundreds 
of cm2 to several m2. Most often 
modules in size of 1 m . 1,6 m are used 
in buildings.  40 to 50 PV cell are 
normally grouped together to produce 
20 to 25 V of direct current (DC).
Each producer declare “peak electrical power (Wp)” for their PV 
modules. This is the electrical power when solar radiation is 1000 W/m2 
and cell temperature is 25°C. This are ideal conditions and in hour-to-
hour operation the power is lower (of course 0 W during the night)
Each producer declare “durability factor” for their modules. This is the 
guaranteed efficiency after 20 to 30 years of operation. Typically this is 
only 5 to 15% -> module having 100 Wp will have power of 90 to 95 W 
after 30 years of operation! PV technology is very durable !

 

 tesnilo
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Frame
Back cover
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Two types of PV system are most common:
off-grid systems or island operation stand alone systems                                    
grid connected system

Off-grid system could be low-voltage direct 
current (DC) (mostly 24 V) storing electricity in 
batteries. Between the batteries and users 
inverter could be installed to produce high 
voltage (220 V) alternating current (AC). This 
allows common appliance to be supplied with 
electricity and reduce the size of wires and 
reduce system cost.

PV systems
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EXAMPLE:

PV systems

Grid Stand alone PV system with PV modules area of, 
inverter and batteries (capacity of 600 Ah). As backup 
methanol fuel cell is used. 

LOTZ

PV systems

Grid connected system are so called PV solar power 
plants. They produce and send electricity to the public 
grid. In many countries investors in PV power plant are 
encourage with state incentives. 
This could be in form of “CO2 coupons” or as “feed-in-
tariff”. Feed-in-tariff is price of electricity offered to 
investor in long them contract. Feed-in-tariffs for PV 
systems are normally 2 to 4 time greater then regular 
price of electricity (between 0,02 to 0,06 €/kWh 
depending of country).
Such supporting schemes origin from EU RES-e Directive 
published in 1998 bust PV market in last decade.

Largest Slovenian 107 kWp
and EU PV power plant in 

Spain (23 MWp) (2008)
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Increasing of PV system efficiency

Despite huge volume production 
increase of PV systems, the 
technological break-through is not 
happen yet. Nevertheless  there are 
ways how to increase annually 
produced amount of electricity.
PV modules can be mount on Sun 
tracking device. This way annually 
production of electricity can increase up 
to 60%.
Mirrors with low concentration ration 
can be added to PV modules for 
increasing the solar irradiation. PV 
system electricity production can be 
increased by 30% or more. 

LOTZ

Integration into the buildings

Mounting the PV modules  into the building skin in most cases 
reduce electricity production because modules are not installed in 
optimal position. 
That’s why financial support for such PV systems is higher !

Building integrated PV modules offer many advantages such as:
Modules can replace facade and roof construction and decrease the cost of 
building
Modules are weather durable therefore maintenance of buildings can be 
cheaper
Modules can improve building envelopment properties – reduce heat 
transfer coefficient (U) and provide shading of large glass areas
Guarantee long term income for the owner
Emphases the “green view” of the building
And reduce the use of land for installing PV system
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Integration into the buildings

PV modules producers developed solutions to atract architects and 
investors. Some examples:
PV modules can be opaque or semi transparent

Density of the solar cell in PV modules can be 
custom made adjusted to desired visual effect, 
natural lighting, shading. 

Source: http://www.dansksolenergi.dk; http://www.concerto-sesac.eu; 
http://www.solarpv.co.uk; http://photovoltaic-shingles.com; 
http://drexelcorp.wordpress.com
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Integration into the buildings

Solar cells can be in different colours to 
emphases appearance of the building

PV modules can be integrated in standardized solutions of building 
constructions 

Source: http://www.dansksolenergi.dk; http://www.concerto-sesac.eu; 
http://www.solarpv.co.uk; http://photovoltaic-shingles.com; 
http://drexelcorp.wordpress.com
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Rule of thumb
Yearly production of PV system having size of 1 
m2 installed in the area with annual global solar 
irradiation 1100 kWh/m2 and optimal 
orientated position is: 
120 – 140 kWh/m2 (for pc-Si modules)

Very often PV modules integrated into the 
buildings are not orientated optimal, therefore 
reduction factor, shown on the figure, must be 
taken into account. 
From figure optimal slope and orientation of PV 
modules can be seen as well – representing 
with red area on the chart ! (Attention: chart is 
valid for latitudes between 30°and 50°)

Electricity production – calculation methods
LOTZ

EXAMPLE:
PV system will be installed in city having annual global solar irradiation 
1800 kWh/m2. PV modules will be installed on southeast vertical facade. 
What will be yearly electivity production with 100 m2 of mc-Si modules? 
What will be pre-tax income if “feed-in” tariff is 0,4 €/kWh and what will 
be simple return rate if installed kW of PV system cost 3500 € ? 
Orientation factor (presented by red dot on previous figure) is 0,65
Annually produced electricity will be:
E ~ 120 kWh/m2 . 1800 kWh/m2a / 1100 kWh/m2a . 0,65 . 100 m2 =
E ~  12,8 103 kWh/a
Annual income will be: 12,8 103 kWh/a . 0,4 €/kWh = 5120 E
1m2 of PV modules have power of 120 W. Therefore total power of PV 
system is 12 kW. Simple rate of return is 12 kW . 3500 € / 5120 E/a = 8,2 
years

Electricity production – calculation methods
LOTZ
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Public available 
computer tool

Site and PV 
modules 
orientation

Load definition

Electricity production – calculation methods
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Operation principle

PV module selection

Follow 
recommendations

Iterative 
optimization
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real self sufficient production (buy nothing principle) time dependent 
supply vs. demand balance problem -> batteries (costly, large) must be 
integrated

virtual self sufficient production (energy balanced principle) PV system 
is connected to the public grid and produced electricity could be 
“stored” into public grid and used in cloudy days and during the nights.

economical balanced production (pay zero principle) EU RES-e 
directive dictate that electricity produced by RES must be bought by 
distributors by higher price. In Slovenia (similar in D and S) the ratio is 
1:4;  therefore only ¼ of electricity must be produced and put into the 
public grid. Smaller PV system is needed, investment is smaller. 

Self sufficient electricity production/supply - principles 
LOTZ

EXAMPLE: electricity supply for small coutage

summer use                                  
only May-
Sept.

all year
24/7 use

PV modules area 
42 m2 useffull 
produced 32.3 
kWhe /m2 a
Battery capacity 
450 Ah

13.5 m2

107 kWhe /m2 a
-

3.4 m2

107 kWhe /m2 a
-

13 m2

44.4 kWhe/m2 a 
200 Ah

Self sufficient electricity production/supply - principles 

buy nothing energy balanced pay zero
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Environmental issues of PV 

Several principles can be used for justify PV systems regarding to their 
environmental impact. Here are some examples !

Embodied energy – ratio between produced electricity to energy needed for 
production of PV modules versus ; Si cells produce in life time (in general 30 
years) 10 to 20 times more energy that it is needed for production
Reduce emissions of greenhouse gases and other air pollutants – emissions 
can be reduced between 60 to 90% regarding to energy grid mix
Recycling – not commercial, it is proposed that recycling of Si will reduce 
energy consumption to 1/3

More complex method are available – for example PI – pollution index  
method (http://envimpact.org) suggested following relations for electricity 
production (less is better): 
from coal PI =  885;  PV PI = 52 , from wind PI = 9 ; from hydro PI = 0,5
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The future of PV

The price of electricity produced by 
PV system will decrease in next 20 
years to the level equal to fossil and 
nuclear electricity. This will be 
achieved even with today known 
technologies. 

New development in PV cell 
producing will further decrease price 
of PV systems

Source: SunWorld
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PV will be leading technology in the cities of tomorrow

Source: SunWorld

The future of PV
LOTZ

Briefly explain how PV cell produce electricity from solar radiation !
Describe types of solar cells and their efficiency !
Draw U-I curve of photo cell and explain how is dependent on temperature 
and density of solar radiation !
What are PV modules ?
What you know about sizing of the PV systems ?
Describe procedure of sizing of the PV systems !
Explain how environment can benefit from PV systems !

Self evaluation
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